
Best Tile Saws of 2019 – Reviews & Buying 

Guide  
In this article, we will diagram all that you have to know to locate the ideal Tile Saw 

for you. Regardless of whether you lay tiles expertly or you are simply finishing a 

snappy DIY venture, we can enable you to make sense of what to purchase and 

what to search for while picking a Tile Saw.  

So as to help understand the gigantic market for Tile Saws, we have made a 

rundown of the five items that emerge over the rest. These Tile Saw audits should 

enable you to limit the alternatives dependent on the highlights, aces, and cons of 

every item. Beneath, we have likewise made a purchasing guide that will separate 

all that you should realize when acquiring a Tile Saw. Utilizing both, you ought to 

have the capacity to locate the correct Tile Saw for your necessities.  

Top 4 Tile Saws of 2019  
1. DEWALT D24000S – Top Pick  

DEWALT D24000SDewalt is a brand that is related with high caliber. They don't 

waver this time either, so our decision for the best Tile Saw is the DeWalt D24000S. 

We should get directly into what we cherish about this Tile Saw.  

Above all else, at just 69 pounds, the Dewalt is lightweight enough to effectively 

transport and deal with alone. Besides, this saw uses a hardened steel rail 

framework. The hardened steel has a twofold reason, taking into consideration and 

guaranteeing exact cuts while being fantastically solid and sturdy also. After you 

are done, a removable cutting truck takes into account simple cleaning.  

Additionally, this saw offers a ton of flexibility in the cuts it can make. A profundity 

of 3 and ⅛ inches gives a great range that can cut even V-tops and pavers. With 

regards to electrical outlets and AC registers, don't stress. This Tile Saw has a dive 

highlight to take into account fast, profound cuts.  

A standout amongst the most significant things to take a gander at when you are 

discussing a wet saw – which the DeWalt D24000S is – is the water framework it 

employments. On this saw, there are back and side water connections that can 



contain spillover and overspray while double water spouts are available and 

customizable to guarantee appropriate water situation.  

Before we lose track of the main issue at hand, however, how about we plot a 

certain something: you do need to pay for this dimension of masterfulness. 

Implying that this model – similarly as with most Dewalt models – is costly, without 

a doubt  

2. Chicago Electric 2.5 Horsepower 10″ Industrial – The Runner-up  

Chicago Electric 2.5 Horsepower 10Of course, the best Tile Saw on this rundown 

isn't for everybody. Our sprinter up, however, is another incredible decision: the 

Chicago Electric 2.5 Horsepower 10" Industrial Tile Saw.  

This saw is sufficient for expert utilize and sturdy for sure. With an uncompromising 

cast combination segment, you can rely upon it for strength just as decreasing the 

vibration of the saw while you use it. This strength is additionally on account of a 

larger than usual steel outline. This steel bar additionally assists with accuracy and 

permits extraordinarily smooth task of the saw.  

The Chicago Electric likewise offers a great deal of adaptability. The head can rotate 

to permit incline cuts at either 22.5 degrees or 45 degrees. Additionally, the 

movable cutting head gives you a chance to cut standard tiles or blocks that are up 

to 3 and ½ inches thick. This saw additionally has a cutting limit of 24 inches.  

Sadly, there are a few disadvantages too. To begin with, the guidance manual that 

accompanies the saw is amazingly befuddling, which is the opposite you need while 

getting to know another item. The plastic handles on this are additionally sort of 

unstable and will in general tumble off. At long last, this saw is very overwhelming 

and certainly a try to move.  

All things considered, however, this is an incredible pick for uncompromising work 

an can face a great deal of discipline.  

3. SKIL 3550-02  

The tabletop of this Tile Saw is aluminum. While it may not be as solid as steel, 

these aluminum table tops are quite tough. Likewise, however, this aluminum is 

rust proof also, which is fundamental with a wet saw. The SKIL is adaptable also 



offering an adaptability that numerous different saws don't give. You can tilt this 

to cut slopes at 0 degrees, 22.5 degrees, and 45 degrees.  

There is one issue, be that as it may. The water siphons are fit at the same time, 

sadly, the trough will in general neglect to get water, making the client get wet once 

in for a little while. The cutting edge should have the water around it contained by 

SKIL's patent-pending Hydrolock System, however it will in general come up short. 

There is another drawback that a few clients experience. The tear fence can be 

fixed utilizing a handle as an afterthought. Whenever wet, this can cruse rankles 

after some time.  

My preferred part of this saw is the way lightweight and convenient it is. It 

additionally has a worked in string wrap, and you can undoubtedly convey it from 

employment to work with no issue.  

4. SKIL 3540-02 – Best For The Money  

I like the development nature of this saw. The table top is tempered steel, which 

fills a double need. It is powerful and impervious to rust. The table is additionally 

adaptable due to the customizable slant. Any edge you need between 0 degrees 

and 45 degrees is conceivable which enables you to make a wide assortment of 

cuts, so your tiles are sliced anyway you need them to be. Moreover, the cutting 

edge has a cooling water supply which secures the engine the same amount of as 

it ensures your work.  

Obviously, this spending Tile Saw has a few thumps too. The fundamental one for 

me is that it is hard to clean on the grounds that the trough isn't intended to 

withdraw completely so you can void and clean it. The fence is likewise precarious 

to modify.  

All things considered, these are not major issues at this value point, and it stays 

incredible incentive for the cash. 
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